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 I can understand what I read
without relying on the pictures.
 I can use punctuation and the
layout of the text to help me
read with expression.
 I can read longer sentences and
paragraphs in my texts.
 I can tackle more complex
words in my reading.
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These are a selection of the targets children will be
working on in their reading at this level. Please note that
these are just a sample and there are a range of other skills
we teach before we move them to the next stage.
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There are lots more ideas of
how to help at home inside
your child’s Reading Trail.
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Children should be able to
read Buzz Words 1 to 6
easily by the time they get
to the end of Year 1. They
should be able to spell at
least Buzz Words 1 to 4
and some of Buzz Words 5
and 6 too.
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